HOLLY ELISSA BRUNO SESSION TOPICS

1. Partnering with change: We have to do what!
2. Hats Off to You: Everyday Miracle Workers in Children’s Lives
3. Play’s the thing: Using humor and fun to uplift your workplace
4. Learning from the Bumps in the Road: Turning potholes into grand possibilities
5. Creating a community of problem solvers: Winners not whiners
6. Leading on purpose: Emotionally intelligent early childhood administration
7. Fired up or burned out: Your power to make a difference
8. Bounce-back strategies: Use your brain’s capacities to triumph over whatever pushes your buttons
9. Supervision for the gentle in spirit: Five steps to holding resistant employees accountable
10. Underdog or top dog: How do you define and measure your own success?
11. Life’s too short to do anything but enjoy it daily, especially at work
12. Gossip-free zones: Problem solving to prevent power struggles
13. Managing Legal Risks in Early Childhood Programs: Case studies in prevention & problem solving
14. Managing power dynamics when women work with women
15. Managing the legal risks that technology brings
16. Hearing parents in every language: Partnering with families unlike your own
17. Team building with the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)
18. Turning bad hair days into “no problem” days: Resilience and resourcefulness when your buttons get pushed

19. Expanding your circle: Welcoming LGBT and gender fluid families, peers and children to your program and classroom

20. Can you forgive yourself as well as others? The art, science and practical use of forgiveness to heal professional ruptures.

21. Amygdala Schmig-dala: Learning to fall up, not down

22. Between a rock and a hard place: Resolving ethical quandaries in early childhood settings

23. Four Essential EQ Competencies for Educational Leaders: Keeping Your Head When All About You Are Losing Theirs!

24. Throw Open the Windows and Doors: Healing through Forgiveness, Especially of Yourself

25. Turning Your Difficult Childhood into Your Greatest Asset as an Educator

26. Throw open the windows and doors: Forgiveness as a professional practice

27. Happiness is running through the streets to find you even during a pandemic: Translating trauma’s harsh legacy into healing

28. Leading in the dark: Happiness is running through the streets to find you, even in a pandemic